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**MEME THE GAME**

**CONTENTS:**
- 175 Word Cards
- 225 Picture Cards
- 1 Instruction Sheet

**CONTEU:**
- 175 cartes “expression”
- 225 cartes images
- 1 notice d'usage

**OBJECT:**
Be hilarious. Combine a Picture Card and a Word Card to create a meme and be first to be judged funniest in 5 rounds.

**SETUP:**
- Don't worry. Everyone will get a chance to be the Dealer (and “Judge,” see above).
- The oldest player is the Dealer first, and then dealing and judging moves to the right.
- The Dealer shuffles the Picture Cards and Word Cards separately.
- The Dealer deals 3 Word Cards and then 3 Picture Cards to each player EXCEPT themselves.
- The Dealer doesn’t play this round, but the Dealer gets to decide whose meme is funniest.

**LET’S PLAY:**
1. Each player should take a look at their Picture Cards and Word Cards without allowing the other players to see their cards.
2. Play begins with the player on the Dealer’s left. Each player presents what they think is their funniest Picture and Word combination to create their meme.
3. Consider putting a time limit on creating and presenting the combination, say 60 seconds (or not).
4. Play continues left, with each player presenting what they think is their most hilarious meme.
5. The Dealer judges and decides which meme is the funniest.
6. The player with the funniest meme wins this round.
7. The person to the right of the Dealer becomes the Dealer for the next round.

**TO WIN:**
Be hilarious. Combine a Picture Card and a Word Card to create a meme and be first to be judged funniest in 5 rounds.
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